
Touch

The gauntlet puts on weight
and I climb into its thumb

which balances and then teeters
and thuds against my nose

and I see stars forever having
forgot aspirations of diligence and method

whatever was the retreat in research
and pursuit in gravity of something

to do while resting in geological sleep
where to touch is to be felt by nothing
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Yankee Green

Frontstage since the age of fourteen. Fine sense of gray was appre-
ciated, but this was dimmed stars calling to the vigorously coerced
soul. Instead, he consumed devout wishes. It was inside out, they
wouldn’t look to his new start. In a quaint deceiving town, plucked
by love, inevitably vulnerable. Thus his capacities were marked by
an overly !gurative sense of death. What was deceitful was saving,
when every reply was unutterable, greenery that was just then step-
ping out of life was put on the door, and removed in smoke from "at
areas. Bright rags dying from trees, passions so knowing with utility,
a light outer garment to help contain. Flat sky absorbed him with
its reach, its crescent deepening blue as the sun honed in on an al-
tering autumn arc. From then on he had a cry in public. It was com-
plicated, this kind of joy. There was no costume for it, but it wore
disheveled and felt plain. Vanity cures such contradictions with ag-
gressive environments. One day on an everyday city street it began
to hurt. It had been a long time already, and now he was set for life.
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That Place Anymore

                              
To be learned

from but not
to believe

In"uence
surroundings

demonically

Even your
sarcasm shows

you loyal

Twelve strings
Sympathetic

yellow jello

Your hand brush
ashes from

my eyebrows

That is just
horrible

Have a seat
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After Quiddity

Quiddity after quiddity
assembles, the same window
view without mirage
since after the !re
So studied in character
it counts for minus
Sheltered by nothing
but four windbags

Some of the feet march
Some exercise an upright
rotary motion
to achieve a horizontal zeal
A destination magni!ed
by fatalistic epithets
Light-metal trophies
worn throughout the ceremony
over highballs because
she is electrifying

To have it innocent
for the act not to be pure
Every abandoned !ûte
of not-champagne
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